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Abstract
The laser line-width required in PSK homodyne communication 
systems with Dither phase-locked loop receivers are exactly 
evaluated. It is shown that second-order phase-locked loops require 
at least 0.2 pW of signal power per every Hz of laser line-width 
(this number refers to the system with the detector responsivity 
0.94 A/W, damping ratio 0.707, and the phase error standard 
deviation 10°). This signal power is used for phase locking, and 
is, therefore lost from the data receiver. This study for the first 
time shows the imperfect-phase-recovery-induced power penalty 
as a function of laser line-width. It can be estimated from the 
theoretical result that an optimal dither phase locked-loop receiver 
requires the laser line-width as , where bR is 
the system bit rate. This number refers to the system with power 
penalty of 1 dB at BER=10-10.
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I. Introduction 
For PSK homodyne communication systems, the evaluation of 
laser line-width requirements is of much interest. This is because 
the laser line-widths of both signal source and local oscillator play 
an important role in determining the receiver performance of a 
PSK homodyne system. Homodyning requires an optical phase-
locked loop (OPLL), for which several designs are known. The 
most common are the Balanced loop [1-5], the Decision-driven 
loop [6-7] and the Dither loop [8-10]. Compared to other designs, 
the dither loop is advantageous due to the residual-carrier free 
transmission and a lower technological complexity in the optical 
signal path. Furthermore, the amount of power which is fed to 
the phase-locking branch can be adaptively controlled within the 
receiver by changing the phase dither amplitude. The dither loop 
imposes only one restriction on the user signal, which is a constant 
envelope. In the performance analysis of dither PLL’s given in the 
work of [8], a design rule with optimum performance measures 
(i.e. minimized power requirements and minimum power penalties 
due to phase locking) was developed. Also, a near quantum limited 
optical homodyne PSK receiver using an analog dither-based 
optical phase-locked loop have been reported [10]. In those 
reports, the line-width of lasers was very narrow and there were 
no general condition for line-width requirement. 
This study for the first time shows the power penalty induced by 
imperfect phase recovery as a function of laser line-width with 
optimum phase error standard deviations considered. Since the 
imperfect phase recovery induced power penalty for an arbitrary 
laser line-width can not be known by using the method of the work 
of [8, 10], the result presented here is therefore meaningful. From 
the result, the exact laser line-width can be known. The rest of this 
paper is organized as follows. Section II presents a brief review for 
the basic dither PLL theory. Numerical results and discussion are 

shown in Section III. Finally, section IV concludes this paper.

II. Theory
We briefly review the related theory of dither PLL’s presented 
elsewhere [8-9]. Consider an optical dither PLL receiver as shown 
in fig. 1, where two identical photo detectors receive, respectively 
the lights split from a 180° optical hybrid. We write the electric 
fields of the incoming signal light and the local oscillator light, 
respectively as

    (1)

 (2)

Fig. 1: Schematic Overview of the Dither Loop Receiver

where RP  is the received signal power, LOP  is the local oscillator 
power which is used as the voltage controlled oscillator, φd 
is the phase amplitude of the dither signal, ωd is the dither 
angular frequency and φc(t) is the controlled phase determined 
by the VCO input voltage. The phase φR (t) can be written as  

  with ( )d t  being 1± . Both 

φ ( )nS tf  and φ ( )nLO tf  represent phase noise.
By defining the small phase error φE as

and using a theory similar to that given previously [8], we can 
compute the closed-loop transfer function of the loop [11]

( ) ( )
( )

loop

loop

G F s
H s

s G F s
=

+     (3)

where loopG  is the overall loop gain in Hz and ( )F s  is the 
transfer function of the loop filter. By considering a first order 
active filter as the same as that in [12], we can calculate the noise 
bandwidth of the loop
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  (4)
where nf  and ξ are the loop natural frequency and damping 
coefficient respectively defined as follows [2]

    (5)

    (6)
τ1and τ2 are the two active filter time constants. The receiver 
performance is affected by three major noise interferences: phase 
noise, shot noise, and the LO phase dithering of the receiver. 
According to the central-limit theorem, the total phase error 
variance is the sum of the variances of the individual noise 
sources

 (7)
The quantities on the right hand side of (7) respectively denote the 
variances due to LO phase dithering, phase noise and shot noise. 

pnS
, snS  are the PSD’s of the white frequency induced phase 

noise, the shot noise respectively, and they are given by [8, 13]

    (8)
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where   is the laser line-width in Hz, q is the electron charge in 
Coulomb, R is the detectors responsivity in A/W, TR is the trans-
impedance amplifier gain factor (in Ω ), RFG  is the RF amplifier 
gain factor, 0Z  is the impedance of the output transmission line, 

pwrG  is the sensitivity of the power detector in V/W, dmdK is the 
reference voltage of the synchronous demodulator multiplier and 

0 RF T R LOU G R R P P=  is the amplitude of the output signal in 
V. The expression 
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 (10)
is the phase detector gain of the OPLL in V/rad.
Substituting (8), (9), (3) into (7) and using (3), we obtain

   (11)
The minimum phase error variance with respect to φd  can be found 
by using the optimum φd (which can be found by differentiating 
(11) and solving for φd) in (11)

                 (12)

The corresponding optimum phase amplitude of the dither signal 
is given by

                  (13)
From the expression for phase error variance in (12), it can be 
seen that there exists an optimum loop noise bandwidth noptB
for which will be minimum. Let us find the optimum 
value of the loop noise bandwidth nB . Taking the first derivative 
of  with respect to nB , setting it equal to zero, and solving 
the resulting equation, we obtain the optimum value of the loop 
noise bandwidth

   (14)
Substituting (14) into (12), we obtain the global minimum of the 
phase error variance

   (15)
The BER of the ideal receiver can be evaluated as follows [8]

   (16)
where (.)erfc denotes the complementary error function [14], 

and .
Using the optimum phase error variance, the bit error rate of this 
system can be calculated by using [8, 15-16]

 (17a)
with

 (17b) 

 (17c)
where ( ).lI  denotes the modified Bessel function of the first kind 
of order l and ( )0 .J denotes the Bessel function of the first kind 
of order zero.
From (16) and (17a), the received power that gives the same BER 
value (10-10) is defined as 

0RP  and 1RP respectively. Then, the 
overall power penalty due to the phase noise, shot noise and the 
dither signal is derived as [7]

    (18)

III. Results and Discussions
In all calculations here, the detector responsivity R  and the 
electron charge q are set to be 0.94 A/W and 191.6 10−× C, 
respectively. Using equation (12), the values of the minimum 
phase error standard deviation with respect to phase amplitude 
of dither signal  are plotted in fig. 2, as a function of 
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normalized loop noise bandwidth   for several values of 
the power to line-width ratio . It is observed in fig. 2 
that for small loop bandwidths  is large and independent 
from received signal power since the phase error is dominated by 
the phase noise. For large loop bandwidth, is dominated 
by the shot noise. The most important conclusion suggested by 
fig. 2 is that a reliable phase lock ( ) is only possible 
if PLR is larger than 0.2 pW/Hz. In words, dither phase locked 
loops with R =0.94 A/W, and  require at least 0.2 
pW of the signal power per every Hz of the laser line-width. This 
signal power is used for phase locking and is, therefore, lost from 
the data receiver.   

Fig. 2: The Minimum Phase Error Standard Deviation With 
Respect to Dither Phase Amplitude Versus the Normalized Loop 
Noise Bandwidth for Several Values of the Power-to-Line-Width 
Ratio PLR

In fig. 3, the receiver sensitivity (defined as the signal powers 
for BER=10-10) is plotted as a function of laser line-width for 
different bit rates bR . It can be seen from the figure that for low 
bit rate system, the receiver sensitivity decreases rapidly as laser 
line-width increases. This figure also shows that for a particular 
line-width the receiver sensitivity decreases nonuniformly as the 
bit rate increases.   

Fig. 3. Receiver Sensitivity as a Function of Laser Line-Width 
for Different Bit Rates

In fig. 4, the power penalty ε is plotted as a function of laser 
line-width   for three different bit rates. Such power penalty is 
defined as the receiver sensitivity degradation due to nonzero laser 
line-width (e.g., the difference between the minimum receiver 
sensitivity for a 0u∆ ≠ and that for 0u∆ = ). The power penalty 

increases very rapidly as line-width increases and the slope of 
increment becomes steeper for lower value of bit rate. 
Then, the bit rate bR with fixing the line-width  and beat line-
width   with fixing the bit rate bR are changed in fig. 4. This result 
is shown in fig. 5. It is indicated by this figure that a dither PLL 
receiver requires the laser line-width as ( )53.14 10 bRu −∆ ≤ × ×  
for keeping the power penalty within one dB. Thus, for 1, 5 and 10 
Gbps systems, the maximum allowable laser line-widths are 33.6 
KHz, 168 KHz and 336 KHz respectively. Reference [8], used 

10u∆ = KHz for 1, 5 and 10 Gbps systems to keep power penalty 
within one dB. The close match justifies the present analysis.
Fig. 6 shows the maximum permissible laser line-width  versus 
the system bit rate for different OPLL configuration [2, 4-5]. It is 
indicated by this figure that dither loop imposes more stringent 
requirements on the laser line-width than decision-driven loop, 
but less stringent requirements than balanced loop.

Fig. 4: Power Penalty as a Function of Laser Line-Width for 
Different Bit Rates

Fig. 5: Power Penalty Versus Normalized Beat Line-Width at a 
BER of 10-10
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Fig. 6: The Maximum Permissible Laser Line-Width Versus the 
System Bit Rate for Different OPLL Configurations

IV. Conclusions
In this paper, optical homodyne receivers based on dither phase-
locked loops were investigated. It was shown that second-order 
phase-locked loop with   require at least 0.2 pW of 
signal power per Hz of laser line-width (this number corresponds 
to 0.94R = A/W and ). This signal power is used 
for phase-locking and is, therefore, lost from the data receiver. 
Further, the maximum permissible laser line-width was evaluated 
and for second-order loops with  found to be 

53.14 10−×  times bR , where bR  is the system bit rate. This 
number refers to the total power penalty of 1 dB at BER = 10-
10. For comparison, decision-driven phase-locked loop require 
only  43.51 10 bRu −∆ = × ×  and balanced loop require 

65.9 10 bRu −∆ = × × . Thus, dither loop imposes more stringent 
requirements on the laser line-width than decision-driven loop. 
The basic reason is the dither signal which is an additional source 
of performance degradation in dither loop.
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